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(QUASI)ELASTIC ELECTRON�MUON LARGE-ANGLESCATTERING WITHIN THE TWO-LOOP APPROXIMATION:VERTEX CONTRIBUTIONSV. V. Bytev, E. A. Kuraev *, B. G. Shaikhatdenov **Joint Institute for Nulear Researh141980, Dubna, Mosow region, RussiaSubmitted 12 April 2002We onsider quasielasti large-angle eletron�muon sattering at high energies with radiative orretions upto the two-loop level. The lowest-order radiative orretions arising from the one-loop virtual photon emis-sion and a real soft emission are presented within a power auray. Two-loop orretions are supposed to beof three gauge-invariant lasses. One of them, the so-alled vertex ontribution, is given in the logarithmiapproximation. Relation to the renormalization group approah is disussed.PACS: 11.80.-m, 13.10.+q, 13.65.+i1. INTRODUCTIONInterest in the physis at eletron�muon olliders isnow inreasing. The main attention is paid to the inves-tigation of rare proesses, for instane those violatingthe lepton number onservation law. Another motiva-tion is a test of the models alternative to the StandardModel [1℄. The problems of alibration and preise de-termination of luminosity will be important. For this,the proess of quasi-elasti eletron�muon satteringan be used.The proesses of quasi-elasti and inelasti large-angle eletron�muon sattering (EMS) play an impor-tant role in the luminosity alibration at eletron�positron olliders. Indeed, they have a lear signature:the sattered leptons move almost bak-to-bak (in theenter-of-mass referene frame) and the ross-setion issu�iently large,d�0(�)d
e � 200 nbs [GeV2℄ ; os � � 12 ; (1)where s is the total energy squared in enter-of-massreferene frame, d
e is the element of angular phase,and � is the sattering angle.The modern experimental requirements to the the-oretial auray are at the level of per mille or even*E-mail: kuraev�thsun1.jinr.ru**On leave of absene from IPT, Almaty-82, Kazakhstan.

less and therefore neessitate a detailed knowledge ofnonleading terms in the two-loop approximation. Someof these terms were reently alulated in a series ofpapers [2℄ devoted to the study of large-angle Bhabhasattering. The ontribution of the elasti genuine two-loop virtual orretion to the Bhabha amplitude wasreently evaluated [3℄ using the presription developedin [4℄ to handle singular terms in QCD at the two-looplevel.In this paper, we onsider the EMS proess in thetwo-loop approximation. At this level, we are inter-ested in the ontribution to the ross-setion given bythe interferene of the Born amplitude and the two-loopvirtual orretions. An attempt to solve this problemwas made in a series of papers [5℄, where a diret al-ulation was performed; unfortunately, their result isinorret even in the part ontaining the infrared diver-gene. Other papers (see, e.g., [6℄) were devoted to thealulation of two-loop Feynman amplitudes within thedimensional regularization sheme. One again, theirresults annot be straightforwardly applied to the realamplitudes of large-angle EMS. One of the reasons isthe requirement of distint masses of the interatingpartiles.Here, we onsider only virtual and real soft pho-ton ontributions to the ross-setion of the EMS. Inthe third order of the perturbation theory, there ex-ist three sets of ontributions, eah of whih is free of472
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Fig. 1. First-order ontributionsinfrared singularities. They inlude the ontributionoming from the one-loop virtual photon emission or-retions (see Fig. 1) and the one given by a soft photonemission (see Fig. 3a).In the fourth order, there are four sets free of in-frared singularities. One of them, the dubbed vertex,ontains virtual orretions to the lepton vertex fun-tion up to the seond order of the perturbation theoryand relevant inelasti proesses with the emission andabsorption of real soft photons and lepton pairs by theinitial and sattered eletrons (and similarly muons).We here use the known expression for the lepton ver-tex funtion up to the fourth order of the perturbationtheory [7℄. Together with the ontribution oming fromthe emission of two real soft photons and a soft hargedlepton pair (see Figs. 3d, e, f), it is our primary onernin the present paper. We also onsider the ontributionto the vauum polarization aused by hadrons and thesoft real pion pair prodution.Three additional gauge invariant ontributions aredesribed by the one-photon exhange ontaining lep-ton vertex funtions aounting for the vauum po-larization and box-type Feynman diagrams with theself-energy insertion into one of the exhange photonGreen's funtions. They are left for a separate onsid-eration.Quasielasti refers to a proess with the �nal parti-les emitted almost bak-to-bak in the enter-of-massreferene frame. The �nal partile energies oinidewith those of the initial partiles up to a small value�" � ". This disbalane is due to a possible emissionof soft photons and pairs.We start by giving the results for the Born di�eren-tial ross-setion and �rst-order orretions. The latterontain radiative orretions due to the emission of vir-tual photons at the one-loop level and the emission ofan additional soft photon. These ontributions involveinfrared divergenes that anel when the two ontri-butions are added.The result of the alulations agrees with the renor-malization group (RG) predition in the leading loga-

rithmi approximation,�� �t � 1; �� � 1; �t = ln �tmem� ;d� = d�0j1��(t)j2D4�; (2)where �(t) is de�ned below (see Eq. (7)), D� is the�-part of the nonsinglet lepton struture funtion [9℄,D� = 1 + 1Xn=1� �2��t�n Pn�;P1� = 2 ln� + 32 ;P2� =  2 ln� + 32!2 � 4�2;� = �"" � 1; �2 = �26 : (3)
Here, �t is the so-alled large logarithm, t is the kine-matial invariant, and me and m� are masses of theleptons.In addition, we give the expliit form of the non-leading terms and present the result of alulating thelowest-order radiative orretions to a power auray,1 +O �� m2s �t!: (4)Our alulation of the seond-order ontribution is per-formed in the logarithmi approximation. We keepall the logarithmially enhaned terms inluding thoseontaining logarithms of the mass ratio and omit theterms of the order O(1).In alulating radiative orretions in the fourth or-der of the perturbution theory, we onsider three sep-arate gauge-invariant ontributions. We all them thevertex ontributions, the deorated boxes, and ontri-butions of the eikonal type. The last two involve am-plitudes with the eletron�muon exhange enhaned byone or two additional virtual (or real soft) photons andby a virtual (real soft) pair. Their ontributions arenot onsidered here.The �rst set of Feynman diagrams is of the vertextype with seond-order radiative orretions (Fig. 2).473
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d e fFig. 2. Some of the seond-order V -type ontributions:a, d, e, f � double virtual photon ontributions to ver-tex funtion, b,  � vauum polarization insertions
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Fig. 3. Some of the soft photon ontributions. Dia-gram a orresponds to the �rst-order radiative orre-tions; in b, the �lled irle denotes the vertex one-loopradiative orretions; , d, e represent the emission oftwo soft photons; f represents a soft pair produtionThe orresponding ontribution involves the fourthpower of large logarithms and the infrared divergentterms. Combining this with additional ontributionsoming from the emission and absorption of one andtwo soft photons by either of the lepton lines results inthe anellation of the fourth and third powers of largelogarithms and of all the infrared-divergent terms. Theresult is found to be in agreement with the RG predi-tions.Our paper is organized as follows. After some intro-dutory remarks, we disuss the �rst-order ontributionto the ross-setion of the proess in Se. 2. In Se. 3.1,the radiative orretions oming from the vertex dia-grams are onsidered to the �4 order of the perturba-tion theory. Setion 3.2 is devoted to the study of the

vauum polarization e�ets inluding the hadroni on-tribution to the vertex Feynman diagrams. In Se. 3.3,we give the ontribution due to the emission of one andtwo soft photons and a soft pair for the ases of emitted(absorbed) leptons with equal and di�erent masses. Inonlusion, we summarize the results obtained.2. THE BORN CROSS-SECTION ANDLOWEST-ORDER RADIATIVECORRECTIONSWe reall that we onsider the large-angle high-energy eletron�muon satteringe�(p1) + ��(p2)! e�(p01) + ��(p02);p21 = p021 = m2e; p22 = p022 = m2�; (5)with the kinemati invariants s, t, and u muh largerthan the lepton mass squared,s = (p1 + p2)2; t = (p1 � p01)2 = �s2(1� );u = (p1 � p02)2 = �s2(1 + );where  = os(\p1;p01) is the osine of the satter an-gle in the enter-of-mass referene frame (this refer-ene frame is implied in what follows). The di�erentialross-setion in the Born approximation is given byd�0 = 18sBd�;B =X jM0j2 = 8(4��)2 s2 + u2t2 ;d� = 1(2�)2 d3p012"1 d3p022"2 �� Æ4(p1 + p2 � p01 � p02) = d
e8(2�)2 : (6)
We an then writed�0d
e = �22s s2 + u2t2 (1 + O m2�s !):The lowest-order radiative orretions ome fromthe emission of virtual (one-loop orretions) and realphotons. The one-loop radiative orretions are las-si�ed into three distint sets. One of them is relatedto the vauum polarization insertion into the propaga-474



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002 (Quasi)elasti eletron�muon large-angle sattering : : :tor of a photon exhanged between leptons. It an betaken into aount as� d�d
e�vp = d�0d
e 1j1� �(t)j2 ;�(t) = �3� �lt � 53�+ �3� �Lt � 53�++ Æhad(t) + �24�2 (lt + Lt) + : : : ;Æhad(t) = �3� 1Z4m2� dM2M2 R(M2) tt�M2 ;lt = ln �tm2e = �t + L;Lt = ln �tm2� = �t � L; L = ln m�me ;
(7)

where M2 denotes the square of the hadron invariantmass in the proess e�e! h andR(M2) = �e�e!h(M2)�e�e!��� (8)is the known ratio of the single-photon annihilationross-setions with hadron and muon pairs produed.Another set of one-loop radiative orretions on-tains the vertex funtion (we reall that only the Diraformfator of the vertex funtion applies within powerauray implied in Eq. (4)),� d�d
e�v = d�0d
e [Ve(lt)V�(Lt)℄2; (9)with the lowest-order Dira formfators of leptons givenby (see [7℄)Ve(lt) = 1 + �� f (2)1 (lt) + �2�2 f (4)1 (lt) + : : : ;V�(Lt) = Ve(lt ! Lt);f (2)1 (lt) = l�(1� lt)� 1 + 34 lt � 14 l2t + 12�2;l� = ln me� : (10)
Here, � is a �titious photon mass. It is onvenient torepresent f (4)1 (lt) as the sum of two ingredients,f (4)1 = f + fvp; (11)

where fvp ontains QED vauum polarization e�ets(to be spei�ed in Se. 3.2) andf = 132 l4t � 316 l3t +�1732 � 18�2� l2t ++��2132 � 38�2 + 32�3� lt ++ 12 l2�(lt � 1)2 � l�(lt � 1)����14 l2t + 34 lt � 1 + 12�2�+O(1);�3 � 1:2020569: (12)The ontribution of the Pauli formfator is negletedbeause it is proportional to the lepton mass squared.The remaining one-loop radiative orretion is assoi-ated with the interferene of the Born amplitude withthose ontaining two virtual photons exhanged be-tween lepton lines.Depending on the photon energy, the soft region(! < �"� ") and the hard region (! > �") of the realphoton emission an be distinguished. In the quasirealase, only the soft region is relevant,d�sd�0 = �4��(2�)3 Z d3k2! R2(k);! =pk2 + �2 < �";R(k) = Qp1p01k +Qp2p02k ; Qpp0k = p0p0k � ppk : (13)We now give some useful formulas for the desrip-tion of a soft photon emission. The enter-of-massreferene frame is understood for the initial partiles,whih implies that the values of 3-momenta of all par-tiles are equal (we onsider the elasti EMS).We �rst give the expression for a single soft photonemission,Æs110 = � �4�2 Z d3k! � p01p01k � p1p1k�2 ����!<�"== 2�� �(lt � 1) (ln� + l�) + 14 l2t � �2++ 12Li2�1 + 2 �� ; (14)with the dilogarithm funtionLi2(z) = � zZ0 dxx ln(1� x):By properly squaring this formula, it is easy to derivethe quantity ÆSS110 (see Eqs. (21) and (22)).475



V. V. Bytev, E. A. Kuraev, B. G. Shaikhatdenov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002The ontributions to the lowest-order radiative or-retions that are free of infrared singularities and orig-inate in two sets ontaining Dira formfators of theleptons and the relevant ontribution oming from asoft photon emission an be ast into the formd�(1)d�0 = 1+�� �Æs110+2f (2)1 (lt)+Æs220+2f (2)1 (Lt)� == 1 + �� �2(�t � 1)�2 ln� + 32�� 2�2 � 1++ 2Li2 �1 + 2 �� ; (15)whih agrees with the struture funtion approah.After aounting for the soft photon ontributionsÆs120 and Æs210 and the interferene of the Born and box-type Feynman diagrams, we obtaind� = d�0(1 + �� 1j1��(t)j2 ��"�t(4 ln�+3)�4 ln��4�2�2+2Li2�1+2 �#+K);K = ��(Lus(4 ln� + Lst + Lut) + 2Li2�1� 2 �++ t2s2 + u2 �� "ut Lst � st Lut + s� u2t (6�2 + L2st + L2ut)#); (16)Lst = ln s�t ; Lut = ln ut ; Lus = ln �us(details of the lowest-order box Feynman diagram on-tribution an be found in [2℄). The fator K representsthe sum of the elasti Born and box-type amplitudesand the orresponding inelasti ontributions. The ex-pression for the ross-setion given above is in agree-ment with preditions expeted from the RG onsider-ations.The expression for the EMS ross-setion in theleading logarithmi approximation an be brought tothe form of a Drell�Yan-like proess [9℄ written in termsof struture funtions,d� = d�0j1��(t)j2 �D���(t)2� lt��2 �� �D���(t)2� Lt��2 ; (17)

with the nonsinglet struture funtionD�(z) = 1 + zP1� + 12z2P2� + : : :++ 1n!znPn� + : : : (18)Here, Pn� is the n-th iteration of the �-part of thekernel of evolution equations,Pn(y) = lim�!0[Pn�Æ(1�y) + �(1�y��)Pn� ℄ == 1Zy dxx P1(x)Pn�1 �yx� ; n � 2;P1� = 1+y21�y ; P2� = 1+y21�y �ln (1�y)2y +32�++ 12(1 + y) ln y � (1� y): (19)
Expliit expressions for P1� and P2� are given in (3).The parameter � (� � 1) an be interpreted as theenergy fration arried by soft real photons and pairsesaping detetors. The running QED oupling on-stant is �(t) = �1� (�=3�)t :3. SECOND-ORDER RADIATIVECORRECTIONSSeond-order radiative orretions an be repre-sented as the sum of several sets, eah of whih de-pends on the hoie of the gauge with respet to vir-tual and real photons. We onsider Feynman diagramsdesribing elasti sattering with the vauum polariza-tion e�ets inluded and with the soft pair produtiontaken into aount. They are related to the one-photonexhange Feynman diagrams for both the elasti andquasi-elasti proesses and an be spei�ed by the emis-sion of two more (either virtual or real) photons fromthe same lepton lines.A keystone to this lassi�ation is the soft photonradiator ross-setion. In the ase of only one soft pho-ton emitted, it takes the formd�s = 18s d
e8(2�)5 �ÆX jMj2�s d3k2! ����2!=ps<�;�ÆX jMj2�s == 2ReXM�0M(1)(�4��)R2(k): (20)476



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002 (Quasi)elasti eletron�muon large-angle sattering : : :For the emission of two soft photons (e.g., by the ele-tron blok), we haved�ss = d�0 12! (�4��)2 d3k12!1(2�)3 d3k22!2(2�)3 �� (Qp1p01k1 )2(Qp2p02k2 )2����2!1=ps+2!2=ps<�: (21)For the emission of two soft photons suh that theirtotal energy does not exeed �"� ", we have"Z d3k1!1 pipjpik1 � pjk1 �� Z d3k2!2 plpmplk2 � pmk2#�����!1+!2<�" == (a1 ln� + b1)(a2 ln� + b2)� a1a2�2; (22)where�Z d3k1!1 pipjpik1 pjk1 � �����!1<�" = a1 ln� + b1;�Z d3k2!2 plpmplk2 pmk2 � �����!2<�" = a2 ln� + b2:The general struture of all the above ontributionsto the di�erential ross-setion reveals the presene oflarge logarithms up to the fourth power. But the suminvolves only their seond powers. Suh a anellationis harateristi of eah gauge-invariant set of orre-tions. 3.1. Vertex graphsThree gauge-invariant groups of Feynman diagramsontaining one photon exhange ontributed�vd�0 = �2�2 [a1 + ~a1 + a2℄: (23)The quantity ~a1 is related to the emission of two (vir-tual and real) photons out of a muon line,~a1 = a1(lt ! Lt):Using the results given in Eq. (12) for the eletronDira formfator up to the fourth order of the perturba-tion theory1), we an onstrut the ontributions to the1) Here, we omit the ontribution of the vauum polarization;it is taken into aount in what follows.

squared matrix element of one-photon exhange ampli-tudes, that are free of infrared singularitiesa1 = (f (2)1 )2 + 2f + 2f (2)1 Æs110 + Æss110 ;a2 = 4f (2)1 ~f (2)1 + 2[f (2)1 Æs220 + ~f (2)1 Æs110 ℄ + Æs110Æs220 ; (24)where ~f (2)1 orresponds to the muon formfator, whihis idential to the eletron one with the eletron massreplaed by that of the muon. The quantities Æsij andÆssij orrespond to the emission of one and two soft realphotons (their energies are restrited by the ondition�!1+�!2 < �) from the fermion lines i; j. The orre-sponding expression is given in Eq. (14). We note thefator 1=2! in front of the latter quantities, whih is dueto the identity of the soft photons emitted.The relevant ontribution to the di�erential ross-setion in the logarithmi approximation is then givenby a1 + ~a1 = �2tP2� ++ �t ��458 + Y + 2�2 + 6�3�+O(1);a2 = �2tP2� + �t [�6 + Y + 5�2℄ +O(1);Y = 2P1�Li2�1 + 2 ��� (4�2 + 14) ln�� 8 ln2�: (25)
This result is in agreement with the RG form of thelarge-angle ross-setion.3.2. Hadroni vauum polarizationWe study the vauum polarization e�ets ourringin onsidering vertex Feynman diagrams (see Fig. 2b,). For this, we use the known expression for thehadroni vauum ontribution to the photon Green'sfuntion by making the substitution1k2 ! �3� 1Z4m2� dM2M2 R(M2)k2 �M2 ; (26)where k is the 4-momentum of the virtual photon, M2is the hadron invariant mass squared, and the ratioR(M2) is given in Eq. (8).In the next order of the perturbation theory, wemust onsider the three gauge-invariant lasses of Feyn-man diagrams for elasti and quasi-elasti proesseswith a soft photon and a soft pion pair prodution.477



V. V. Bytev, E. A. Kuraev, B. G. Shaikhatdenov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002We �rst examine the vertex lass. The ross-setionsan be written asd�d�0 = 1 + (Æs + Æv)had;Ævhad = �26�2 [F (m2e; t) + F (m2�; t)℄;F (m2; t) = 1Z4m2� dM2M2 R(M2)F1(t;m2;M2); (27)where Æshad orresponds to the soft hadron emission ofsoft pion pairs and F1 (with the hadroni vauum po-larization of the virtual photon) is the vertex ontribu-tion to the Dira formfator of a lepton with the massm. The ontribution of the Pauli formfator F2 is sup-pressed by the fator jm2=tj.The standard alulation with the regularization att = 0 leads toF1(t;m2;M2) = 2 1Z0 dx 1Z0 y dy�ln d0d + ad � a0d0 � (28)witha = a0 + t[1� y + x(1� x)y2℄;d = d0 � y2x(1� x)t;a0 = �m2(2� y2); d0 = y2m2 + (1� y)M2 (29)(for details, see Appendix A). It an be seen that theondition F1jt=0 = 0 is satis�ed. We now onsider twolimiting ases for F1. In the ase of a large hadroninvariant mass squared ompared to �t, we �ndF1(t;m2;M2) = tM2�23 ln M2�t + 119 �;M2 � �t; (30)and in the ase of a small invariant mass squared,F1(t;m2;M2) = � ln2 �tm2 � 2 ln M2m2 ln �tm2 �� 5 ln �tm2 + �23 � 12 ; �t�M2 � m2�: (31)Taking the emission of soft pairs into aount (see Ap-pendix B), we obtain the hadroni ontribution to theradiative orretion(Æv + Æs)had = �26�2 �tZ4m2� dM2M2 R(M2)�� �� ln �tM2 �8 ln M2mem� � 2 ln� + 10���6 ln2 M2mem��10 ln M2mem��6 ln2 m�me +23�2�1�: (32)

3..1 Leptoni vauum polarization and softlepton pairsWe next study the ontribution to the lepton ver-tex funtion of the vauum polarization type. Obvi-ously, there are two possibilities for a vauum polariza-tion blob to be inserted into the lepton vertex funtion.The ontribution to the elasti ross-setion an thenbe written as�d�vpd�0 �e = 2�2�2 "Z1(me;me) + Z2(me;m�)#; (33)whereZ1(me;me) = � 136�3t + 112 �196 � L� �2t �� 136 �6�2 + 2656 + 3L2 � 19L� �t � fvpis the ontribution of the eletron blob inserted into theeletron vertex funtion (see (11) for the de�nition offvp) andZ2(me;m�) = � 136�3t + 112 �196 + L� �2t �� 136 �6�2 + 2656 + 3L2 + 63L� �tis a muon blob ontribution to the eletron vertex.A similar expression is valid for the muon vertexfuntion (the eletron blob ontribution to the muonvertex),Z3(m�;me) = � 136�3t + 112 �196 � L� �2t �� 136 �6�2 + 2656 + 3L2 � 25L� �t:We now turn to the inelasti proess of a softlepton�antilepton pair prodution (of the mass � obey-ing 2� � �" � "). For the di�erential ross-setion,we obtaind�spd�0 = �26�2"13L3 + L2 �2 ln�� 53�++L 4 ln2��203 ln�+569 �4�2+2Li2�1+2 �!# (34)with L = ln(�t=�2):We assume a muon or an eletron to be a satteredlepton, and onsequently, the quantity � stands for theorresponding mass.478



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002 (Quasi)elasti eletron�muon large-angle sattering : : :The sum of ontributions (33) and (34) does notontain ubi powers of large logarithms; for the �ele-tron line orretions�, it is found to be (see [11℄)�d�sv;vpd�0 �e = ����2(�23 ln� + 12��2t ++ 2�t"�1712 � 119 L+ 23 ln2�� 109 ln�� �2 ++ 13Li2�1 + 2 �#): (35)For a muon, it is given by�d�sv;vpd�0 �� = ��� �2(�23 ln� + 12��2t ++ 2�t"�1712 + 116 L+ 23 ln2�� 109 ln�� �2 ++ 13Li2�1 + 2 �#): (36)It an be seen that the leading terms are in agreementwith the RG preditions.4. SUMMARYWe have evaluated the Born ross-setion and the�rst-order radiative orretion to it of the EMS proessin the quasi-elasti kinematial situation. The relevantformulas are given in (2) and (3) in the leading logarith-mi approximation and in (16) with power auray.Among seond-order ontributions, we have onsid-ered gauge-invariant ontributions from Feynman dia-grams with radiative orretions to the vertex funtionof either lepton. We have also inluded soft photon andpair emission with the energies less than �".In the leading logarithmi approximation, the re-sults are in agreement with the RG.The expliit results for virtual and soft real photonemission are given in Eqs. (23) and (25). For the emis-sion of virtual and soft real lepton pairs, the relevantformulas are given in Eqs. (34) and (35).In Se. 3.2, we determined the ontributions omingfrom the hadroni vauum polarization, where the ra-diative orretion is expressed in terms of an expliit in-tegral of the experimentally measured quantity R(M2).We also onsider a soft pion pair prodution (see Ap-pendix B). We alulate the hadroni vauum polariza-tion ontribution to the vertex funtions of the eletron

or muon expliitly. The relevant formulas for radiativeorretions are given in (32).The evaluation of ontributions of the other gauge-invariant types, the eikonal and the deorated boxFeynman diagrams requires additional investigation.This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant01-02-17437). APPENDIX ADetails of the hadroni vauum polarizationWe here onsider the details of the vertex hadronfuntion alulation. For the vertex funtion, we anwrite V� = �1� + �2(q̂� � �q̂); (37)where q = p2�p02 and �1 and �2 are the Dira and Pauliformfators respetively. We write the vertex funtionasV� = �[�1 + 4m�2℄� 2(p2 + p02)��2 == �A+ (p2 + p02)�B; (38)whereA = Z ydy Z dx�2y2p2p02�d + 4y2d (m2 + p2p02)��2y ln dm2+�2m2y3x2d +2y3x(1�x)d (�2p2p02)�;B = Z ydy Z dx�y2d (�2m) ++ 2y3x2d 2m+ 2y3x(1� x)d 2m�: (39)
The quantities d and d0 are de�ned in Eq. (29). Withthe regularization at t = 0, we haveF1(t;m2;M2) = �1 � �1jt=0 == 2 1Z0 dx 1Z0 ydy�ln d0d + ad � a0d0 �: (40)The ontribution of the Pauli formfator �2 is propor-tional to B and is therefore suppressed by the fatorjm2=tj.479



V. V. Bytev, E. A. Kuraev, B. G. Shaikhatdenov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 122, âûï. 3 (9), 2002APPENDIX BSoft pion pair produtionThe general expression for the soft pion pair pro-dution is����MM0 ����2 d�� = �4��q2 �2 d4q Z d3q+2"+ �� Z d3q�2"� (2�)�6Æ4(q+ + q� � q)�� (q+ � q�)�(q+ � q�)�J�J� ; J� = (Qp1p01q )�;where m� �pq2 � �"� "; q20 � q2:Here, q� is the 4-momentum and �� is the energy of��; q is the 4-momentum and q0 is the energy of thesoft pair.RewritingZ d4q = 4�2 Z dq2 d
q4� �"Zpq2 dq0qq20 � q2;Z d3q+2"+ Z d3q�2"� (2�)�6Æ4(q+ + q�� q)(q+ � q�)��� (q+ � q�)� = 13 �g�� � q�q�q2 ��� 2�7��5(4m2 � q2)s1� 4m2q2 ;we obtain����MM0 ����2 d�� = � �24�3 (q2 � 4m2)3=2(q2)3 �� Z d
q4� Z dq0qq20 � q2J2;where J2 = J�J� �g�� � q�q�q2 � :Separate ontributions are given byZ d
q4� m2(p1q)2 = O��2m2q2 � ;Z d
q4� p1p2p1qp2q = Z d
q4� p01p02p01qp02q == 12 ln2 2�"pq2!� ln 2

and the master integral is�"Zpq2 dq0qq20 � q2 Z d
q4� p1p01p1qp01q == ln2 2�"pq2!+ ln 2�"pq2! ln�1� 2 �� �2:The soft pion pair prodution ontribution to the in-variant mass distribution (from the emission of boththe eletron and muon bloks) is given byM2�0 d�dM2 = �23�2 �ln2 �tM2 + ln �tM2 ln �"" +O(1)� :
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